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some years ago this reviewer wrote in the old far eastern

quarterly that the history of the united states in eastern asia
was at best imperfectly known and that the narratives
theories and interpretations based on this scanty information
were to say the least archaic what was not out of courtesy
stated was my conviction that it would take hard grinding
work to repair the deficit A toiling through masses of ill
written and unorganized documents to ponder them and select
in a lucid order the record of events and ideas was in mind
my reason for not adding such an obvious statement was the
reflection it might be assumed to have on the then rising tide
of works on american policies and experiences in asia which
were based more on bright generalities than on spade work

the volume here reviewed is the kind of careful and en-
during work that goes far to establish the record of history
here viewed through americans in korea is the story of the
last eight turbulent years in which korea could pretend to be
an independent kingdom these americans had a singularly
intimate view of the proceedings the united states repre-
sentativessentatives the private experts hired by the korean govern-
ment and the missionaries were extremely sympathetic with the
koreans and this emotional overbalance constantly embroiled
americans in korean affairs and intrigues these involve-
ments not only affected the course of affairs but because of
the intimacy of americans with the court and this was an
enormously centralized government on the grand and archaic
confucian model we are privileged as in probably no other
series of american diplomatic documents to perceive and
grasp the inner operations of a foreign state

equally important and interesting is the illumination of the
ambivalencesambivalences of american policy and the thought behind that
policy in the age of the new imperialism we see easily
now the deep friendship for the korean land and people and
now the deep impatience with the backwardness and arch
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conservatism we see now the distaste for japan s ambitions
in korea and now the pride in japan s americanization and
hope for the same progress in korea the same ambivalencesambivalences
plagued washington we recognized a neutral and independ-
ent korea and we wanted to see her remain so washington
would take no positive steps to effect this desire or to main-
tain our treaty provisions washington s agent at seoul sill
wanted korea to throw off chinese influence through the
assistance of progressive japan although he distrusted japan
the whole collection of documents makes fascinating read-
ing not the least interesting is the view given in the dis-
patches of 1893 and 1894 of the descent into the sino japanese
war if mr palmer can continue with a volume 111IIIililii for the
last tragic years 189619041896 1904 he will have accomplished the first
privately edited and complete series of united states diplo-
matic correspondence with a foreign country and will further
place diplomatic historians in his debt
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